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Abstrat
In eld theory, as well as in mehanis, the substitution of some elds in terms of other elds at the
level of the ation raises an issue of onsisteny with respet to the equations of motion. We disuss this
issue and give an expression whih neatly displays the dierene between doing the substitution at the
level of the Lagrangian or at the level of the equations of motion. Both operations do not ommute in
general. A very relevant exeption is the ase of auxiliary variables, whih are disussed in detail together
with some of their relevant appliations. We disuss the onditions for the preservation of symmetries -
Noether as well as non-Noether - under the redution of degrees of freedom provided by the mehanism
of substitution. We also examine how the gauge xing proedures t in our framework and give simple
examples on the issue of onsisteny in this ase.
1
1 Introdution
In many instanes of eld theory, generally with the aim to make easier the treatment of the
system, and in partiular the obtention of solutions, some redution proedures are sometimes
introdued. A spei ase is that of dimensional redution, by whih, as its name learly indiates,
the dimensions of spaetime are redued and the system beomes simplied. Another type of
redution is based on the introdution of relations between the elds; this is the one we will be
interested in here. At the level of the equations of motion (EOM), this redution of degrees of
freedom obviously amounts to the addition of new equations. Thus, the set of solutions of all the
equations, old and new, if suh a set exists, will be a subset of the solutions of the original theory.
We say in suh a ase that the solutions of the new EOM are upliftable to solutions of the EOM
of the original theory.
One must be aware, though, that for theories whose dynamis is derived from a variational
priniple, problems may arise if one tries to implement these relations - whih we will heneforth
all onstraints - at the level of the Lagrangian. In a nutshell: the proesses of implementing
the onstraints at the level of the Lagrangian or at the level of the EOM do not ommute in
general. In this note we will disuss the onsequenes, at the level of the variational priniple, of
introduing onstraints, and we will give a formula whih expliitely shows the non-ommutativity
between both proesses. Sometimes this ommutativity is ruial for a redution to make sense,
beause it will guarantee - at least in the lassial setting here onsidered - the preservation of the
physial ontent of the original theory. When ommutatitvity holds, we say that the redution is
onsistent.
One the onditions to guarantee the onsisteny of a redution proess - of the type desribed
above - are properly understood, one an onsider the inverse route in whih, instead of a redu-
tion, an enlargement of the system is made, with the introdution of new variables, in suh a way
that the new system brings bak the original one under a onsistent redution. It happens that
sometimes the simpliation for the treatment of the system is ahieved not by reduing, but by
enlarging it. A typial proedure to this eet is the introdution of auxiliary variables, to whih
we devote a setion of this paper.
Aside from the aforementioned onsisteny issue, one an onsider the dierent issue of preser-
vation of symmetries under the substitution of some elds. These two dierent issues are often
related beause sometimes the redution - or enlargement - of degrees of freedom is onneted
with symmetry onsiderations. We give a simple ondition whih ensures the preservation of
ontinuous symmetries, with the geometri interpretation of being the requirement of tangeny
of the innitesimal variations dening the symmetry to the onstraint surfae assoiated with the
redution.
We study with some detail the redutions made by the elimination of auxiliary variables, and
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show that the preservation of ontinuous symmetries is guaranteed in this ase, with the additional
result that all Noether symmetries are preserved as suh.
We will limit ourselves to onstraints that an be expressed as the determination of some
variables - that is, elds of eld omponents - in terms of the rest, by way of a loal funtional
- depending on the elds and their spaetime derivatives in a nite number. Our onstraints are
thus more general than the purely holonomi ones - whih have no spaetime derivatives - but
not the most general ones one an oneive. In Setion 2 we prove our main result. In Setion
3 the onditions for the preservation of symmetries under the redution are disussed. Setion 4
is devoted to auxiliary variables and some of their dierent physial impersonations. Setion 5
deals with gauge xing onstraints and Setion 6 is devoted to onlusions.
2 Field substitutions
Let us onsider a eld theory, governed by a variational priniple with ation
S =
∫
L , (2.1)
where L is the Lagrangian density, with depends on the elds and their derivatives, in a nite
number. Our aim is to study the onsequenes, as regards the dynamis and the ation priniple,
of the substitution of some elds, let us all them ψ, by loal funtionals of the rest of the elds,
whih we denote φ. Thus φ and ψ represent a ertain number of elds or eld omponents, with
their indies suppressed
1
.
We set ψ = F (φ, ∂µφ, ∂µνφ, . . .) to dene, from the Lagrangian L[φ,ψ], the redued La-
grangian Lr := L|ψ→F , where ψ → F inludes ∂µψ → ∂µF , et. What is the eet of this
substitution at the level of the variational priniple? This is the issue whih will be explored in
the following.
Let us onsider the variation of the ation under arbitrary variations of the elds
2
. We have
δ S =
∫
δL =
∫
([L]
φ
δφ+ [L]
ψ
δψ) + b.t. ,
where [L]
φ
stands for the Euler-Lagrange funtional derivative of L with respet to φ, et., and b.t.
represents generi boundary terms, that is, an integration on the boundary ∂M of the manifoldM
where the integration in (2.1) takes plae. Though important in other ontexts, these boundary
terms will play no role in our disussion.
1
An index free notation for the elds will be used throughout the paper.
2
Variations will always be ative, that is, they will never touh the spaetime oordinates.
3
One an dene also the ation for the redued Lagrangian, Sr =
∫ Lr , and its variation
δ Sr =
∫
δLr =
∫
[Lr ]φδφ + b.t. . (2.2)
It is easy to see that the following relation holds ((δ S)|F represents (δ S)|ψ→F )
(δ S)|F = δ Sr (2.3)
beause, assoiated with the proess of redution ψ → F , the variations δψ must be understood
as (δψ)|F = δF and thus (2.3) is nothing but the ordinary appliation of the hain rule.
Let us now expand the rst side of the equality (2.3) (in general the subsript F represents
the substitution ψ → F everywhere, inluding derivatives).
(δ S)|F =
∫ (
([L]
φ
)|F δφ+ ([L]ψ )|F δF
)
+ b.t.
=
∫ (
([L]
φ
)|F δφ+ ([L]ψ )|F (
∂F
∂φ
δφ+
∂F
∂φ,µ
δφ,µ +
∂F
∂φ,µν
δφ,µν + . . .)
)
+ b.t.
=
∫ (
([L]
φ
)|F + ([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ
− ∂µ(([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ,µ
) + ∂µν(([L]ψ)|F
∂F
∂φ,µν
) + . . .
)
δφ
+b.t. , (2.4)
where φ,µ := ∂µφ are derivatives with respet to the oordinates of the manifold in a given
path, et. Having no eet on the spaetime oordinates, the variations of the elds ommute
with the spaetime derivatives. Here and heneforth, dots as in the last equation represent obvious
ontributions from higher derivatives of the elds.
The seond side of (2.3) has been expanded in (2.2). Sine (2.4) must be equal to (2.2) and
the variations δφ are arbitrary - they may even vanish outside a nite region of spaetime -, we
obtain
[Lr ]φ = ([L]φ)|F + ([L]ψ)|F
∂F
∂φ
− ∂µ(([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ,µ
) + ∂µν(([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ,µν
) + . . . (2.5)
Expression (2.5) displays in the right hand side, after the rst term, what must be read as the
hain rule for the funtional Euler-Lagrange derivative. It expliitely shows the dierene, as
regards the substitution ψ → F , between doing it at the level of the Lagrangian, L → Lr , or at
the level of the EOM. Clearly, both operations do not ommute. If for [L] = 0 we symbolise all
the EOM for L, et., we have indeed that
[L]|F = 0 ⇒ [Lr ] = 0 ,
but not the other way around
3
. As a onsequene, in general, a solution of the EOM for Lr is
not upliftable (through the denition ψ = F ) to a solution of the EOM for L.
3
Note that in the partiular ase in whih F does not depend on the elds φ (so ψ → F sets the elds ψ to
spei ongurations), we obviously have [Lr ]φ = 0 ⇔ ([L]φ )|F = 0, but equations [L]ψ )|F = 0 are missing.
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In the ase of mehanis a simplied version of (2.5), obtained by diret omputation, appears
in the appendix of [1℄.
Some omments are now in order:
Comment 1
The dynamis generated by Lr is equivalent to the dynamis obtained by applying to the
original Lagrangian the Lagrangian multipliers method. This is a eld theory generalization of
the results, see for instane [2℄, in mehanial systems. Indeed, dening the enlarged Lagrangian
with the Lagrange multipliers
4 λ, Le := L+ λ(ψ − F ), its EOM are
[Le ]φ = [L]φ − λ
∂F
∂φ
+ ∂µ(λ
∂F
∂φ,µ
) + . . . = 0 (2.6)
[Le ]ψ = [L]ψ + λ = 0 (2.7)
[Le ]λ = ψ − F = 0 , (2.8)
and plugging the seond and third EOM into the rst we arrive, in view of (2.5), at the EOM for
the redued Lagrangian, [Lr ]φ = 0.
We may notie that the variables ψ, λ play the role of auxiliary variables in Le , whih is the
subjet of setion 4.
Comment 2
Expression (2.5) bears a strong resemblane in struture with a formula obtained in [3℄, whih
will be used later on,
δ[L]
A
= [δL]
A
− [L]
B
∂ δϕB
∂ϕA
+ ∂µ([L]B
∂ δϕB
∂ϕA
,µ
)− ∂µν([L]B
∂ δϕB
∂ϕA
,µν
) + . . . , (2.9)
where ϕA , ϕB represent any eld of eld omponent. This equation was obtained from onsid-
erations onerning the variation of the Euler-Lagrange derivatives of a given Lagrangian versus
the Euler-Lagrange derivatives of the variation of this Lagrangian. Formula (2.9) is valid for
variations whih are loal funtionals of the elds. Again, it all boils down to the hain rule for
the funtional derivative.
Comment 3
The Noether identities for gauge theories an be quikly derived from this hain rule: onsider
an ation S = ∫ L, funtional of the elds ϕ, and suppose that δϕ is an innitesimal Noether gauge
symmetry, depending on some arbitrary innitesimal funtion ǫ(x) and its spaetime derivatives
4
In our index free notation, there are as many Lagrange multipliers as substitutions ψ → F .
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up to a ertain order. An innitesimal parameter δλ is present in the funtion ǫ; sine δϕ is rst
order in this innitesimal parameter, the dependene of δϕ on ǫ must be linear,
δϕ = Rϕǫ+R
µ
ϕ
ǫ,µ +R
µν
ϕ
ǫ,µν + . . . , (2.10)
for some funtions Rϕ , R
µ
ϕ
, Rµν
ϕ
, · · · of the elds and their spaetime derivatives. We have
δ S =
∫
δL =
∫
[L]ϕδϕ + b.t. = b.t. ,
(where the last equality omes from the Noether ondition of symmetry) and the omputation of
the funtional derivative of δ S with respet to ǫ(x) gives
δ
δǫ
(δ S) = [L]ϕ
∂ δϕ
∂ǫ
− ∂µ([L]ϕ
∂ δϕ
∂ ǫ,µ
) + ∂µν([L]ϕ
∂ δϕ
∂ ǫ,µν
) + . . . ,
(in fat we ould anel out the innitesimal parameter δλ form both sides) but sine δ S is a
boundary term,
δ
δǫ
(δ S) must vanish for values of x in ǫ(x) denoting points in the bulk of the
manifold, that is, not in the boundary. We infer, using (2.10), that
[L]ϕRϕ − ∂µ([L]ϕRµϕ) + ∂µν([L]ϕRµνϕ ) + . . . = 0 , (2.11)
whih is the Noether identity for the gauge symmetry δϕ. Thus we realize that the Noether
identity is just the expression of the independene of δ S with respet to the arbitrary funtion ǫ
present in the variation δ.
3 Preservation of symmetries
In the omputations leading to (2.5), the variations δφ, δψ were arbitrary and the relation
(δψ)|F = δF was just the expression of the substitution ψ → F at the level of the variations
themselves. A ompletely dierent matter ours when the variations represent innitesimal
symmetries and are given by spei funtionals of the elds (as is the ase in (2.9)). Without
hanging the notation, in this setion δφ, δψ stand for spei innitesimal loal funtionals of
the elds
5
. In this ase it is lear that (δψ)|F is not neessarily equal to (δF )|F
6
, and that only
under very restrited irumstanes the equality will hold. Indeed we may dene the symmetry
to be onsistent with the substitution ψ → F if and only if (δψ − δF )|F = 0. In suh ase, with
the general denition
δrφ := (δφ)|F , (3.1)
5
The innitesimality an always be assoiated, for eah independent symmetry, with the presene of an in-
nitesimal parameter as a global fator in all δφ, δψ.
6
Note that we write now (δF )|F beause δφ may depend on ψ or on its derivatives.
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we still have then the ruial result that (δ S)|F = δr Sr as an appliation of the ordinary hain
rule. In partiular this means that if δ S is a boundary term, so it is δr Sr . This allows us to
formulate the following:
Proposition 1.-
If δφ, δψ is an innitesimal Noether symmetry7 for L, onsistent with the substitution ψ → F ,
that is, if the
Tangency condition :
(
δ(ψ − F )
)
|F
= 0 , (3.2)
holds, then δrφ is a Noether symmetry for Lr .
This result is general for Noether symmetries, either rigid or gauge. The obvious geometri
interpretation of (3.2) is that of a tangeny ondition of the innitesimal symmetry transformation
with respet to the onstraint surfae dened by ψ − F = 0. Note that this ondition (3.2) for
the preservation of the Noether symmetries is independent of the analysis made in the previous
setion on onsistent redutions. These are two independent issues. A ase where a substitution
- be it onsistent or not - of this type, ψ → F , is performed, with the aim of getting a redued
theory ensuring the preservation of ertain symmetries is known in the literature as the inverse
Higgs mehanism [4℄, see [5℄ for a reent appliation.
For purposes that will beome lear in the development of the next setion, let us elaborate
with more detail on our ndings onerning the preservation of the Noether symmetries. With
δφ, δψ being again spei variations, that is, funtionals of the elds, we have
δL = [L]
ψ
δψ + [L]
φ
δφ+ div. ,
where by div. we mean generi divergenes. Then, using equation (2.5) and the denition (3.1)
in the seond equality,
(δL)|F = ([L]ψ)|F (δψ)|F + ([L]φ)|F (δφ)|F + div.
= ([L]
ψ
)|F (δψ)|F +
(
[Lr ]φ − ([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ
+ ∂µ(([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ,µ
)− ∂µν(([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ,µν
) + . . .
)
δrφ+ div.
= ([L]
ψ
)|F (δψ)|F + [Lr ]φδrφ− ([L]ψ)|F
∂F
∂φ
δrφ− ([L]ψ)|F
∂F
∂φ,µ
δrφ,µ − ([L]ψ )|F
∂F
∂φ,µν
δrφ,µν + div.
= ([L]
ψ
)|F (δψ)|F + [Lr ]φδrφ− ([L]ψ)|F δrF = [Lr ]φδrφ+ ([L]ψ )|F (δ(ψ − F ))|F + div.
= δrLr + ([L]ψ )|F (δ(ψ − F ))|F + div. . (3.3)
We have obtained an interesting equation
(δL)|F = δrLr + ([L]ψ)|F (δ(ψ − F ))|F + div. (3.4)
7
Noether symmetries are haraterized by the fat that δL is a divergene, or, what is the same, δS is a boundary
term.
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whih informs us of some suient onditions for the preservation of Noether symmetries under
the substitution ψ → F . A rst appliation of (3.4) is immediate: notiing that if δL is a
divergene so it is (δL)|F , we obtain from (3.4)
(δ(ψ − F ))|F = 0 ⇒
(
δL = div. ⇒ δrLr = div.
)
(3.5)
whih is the result already stated in Proposition 1. But now (3.4) is ready for yet another,
seond appliation, to be made in the next setion.
4 Auxiliary variables
Suppose that the variables ψ are auxiliary variables. By this we mean that they an be isolated
in terms of the other variables by using their own EOM. In this ase we an take F suh that
[L]
ψ
= 0 ⇐⇒ ψ = F (φ, ∂µφ, ∂µνφ, . . .) . (4.1)
In suh a partiular ase, ([L]
ψ
)|F vanishes indentially, and (2.5) beomes [Lr ]φ = ([L]φ)|F . This
proves that when auxiliary variables are substituted bak into the Lagrangian by using their own
EOM, the dynamis for the rest of the variables remains unaltered, that is
Elimination of auxiliary variables : [L]|F = 0 ⇐⇒ [Lr ] = 0 . (4.2)
This is a very speial ase in whih both proedures, i.e., substitution into the Lagrangian or
substitution into the EOM, ommute. Whether this result may hold in partiular ases for
substitutions not oming from auxiliary variables depends on the speis of eah situation (for
instane, in the ase that [L]
φ
= 0 ⇒ [L]
ψ
= 0 it seems likely that equivalene may hold), but
it must be heked on a ase by ase basis.
4.1 Auxiliary variables and preservation of symmetries
Expression (3.4) already ontains the proof that the redutions made by the elimination of aux-
iliary variables preserve the Noether symmetries. In fat one derives from (3.4)
([L]
ψ
)|F = 0 ⇒
(
δL = div. ⇒ δrLr = div.
)
. (4.3)
Thus the preservation of Noether symmetries is always guaranteed in this ase.
One may ask nonetheless whether the tangeny ondition holds for Noether symmetries in
redutions driven by auxiliary variables. In a strit sense, the answer in general is in the negative,
8
even though it still holds on shell. Let us prove it. Sine (4.1) is satised, we see that the ondition
(3.2) an be equivalently written as:
Tangency condition with auxiliary variables : (δ[L]
ψ
)|F = 0 , (4.4)
where now the subsript F has the equivalent meaning of requiring [L]
ψ
= 0 with ψ being the
auxiliary elds. Our next task is to hek whether (4.4) is satised. Aording to (2.9), we know
that
δ[L]
ψ
= [δL]
ψ
− [L]ϕ
∂ δϕ
∂ψ
+ ∂µ([L]ϕ
∂ δϕ
∂ψ,µ
)− ∂µν([L]ϕ
∂ δϕ
∂ψ,µν
) + . . . , (4.5)
where ϕ represents any eld, ϕ = φ, ψ. Note that (4.5) gets simplied when we take into aount
the assumption that the variations are a Noether symmetry for the original Lagrangian L. This
implies in partiular that [δL]
ψ
= 0. Sine ψ are auxiliary variables, the satisfation of (4.1)
guarantees that (2.5) is just [Lr ]φ = ([L]φ)|F . Then equation (4.5) beomes, under ψ → F ,
(δ[L]
ψ
)|F = −[Lr ]φ
∂ δφ
∂ψ
|
F
+ ∂µ
(
[Lr ]φ
∂ δφ
∂ψ,µ
|
F
)
− ∂µν
(
[Lr ]φ
∂ δφ
∂ψ,µν
|
F
)
+ . . . , (4.6)
and the obstrution for the satisfation of (4.4) is identied: in general (4.4) will not be true as
long as the variations δφ funtionally depend on the auxiliary variables.
Note however that the eventual violation of (4.4) is mild, for it is still satised on shell, that
is, for [Lr ]φ = 0. Thus in the ase of auxiliary variables a weak form of the tangeny ondition
still holds for Noether symmetries.
Finally, let us explore the fate of the ontinuous non-Noether - or on shell - symmetries. They
only need to satisfy the requirement of mapping solutions into solutions and are haraterized by
the property (see [3℄)
On shell continuous symmetry : (δ[L])
[L]=0
= 0 . (4.7)
Here we prove that an on shell symmetry is preserved under the elimination of auxiliary variables.
First note that, just by denition of auxiliary variables,
[L] = 0 ⇐⇒ ψ − F = 0, [Lr ] = 0 ,
whih implies
(δ[L])
[L]=0
= 0 ⇐⇒
(
δ(ψ − F )
)
ψ−F=0, [Lr ]=0
= 0, (δ[Lr ])ψ−F=0, [Lr ]=0 = 0 .
The rst term in the right hand side is the on shell - or weak - tangeny ondition, whih is a
result we already knew for Noether symmetries. As for the seond term, using the denition (3.1),
it beomes
(δ[Lr ])ψ−F=0, [Lr ]=0 = (δr [Lr ])[Lr ]=0 ,
9
and therefore
(δ[L])
[L]=0
= 0 =⇒ (δr [Lr ])[Lr ]=0 = 0 . (4.8)
In view of the haraterization (4.7) of on shell ontinuous symmetries, this result (4.8) allows us
to onlude that δr denes an on shell symmetry of Lr if δ is an on shell symmetry of L.
In onlusion, we have proved the following:
Proposition 2.-
The original ontinuous symmetries are preserved through redutions made by the elimination
of auxiliary variables. If the symmetries are of the Noether type, they will also be for the redued
theory.
4.2 An example
Consider the Lagrangian in mehanis, extrated form [5℄,
L = m(~v~˙x− 1
2
~v2) + κ
1
2
ǫijv
iv˙j ,
where ~x = (x1, x2), ~v = (v1, v2) are independent onguration variables. It is lear that the
variables vi are auxiliary only for κ = 0, beause the EOM then ditate ~v = ~˙x. For κ 6= 0 they are
not auxilary anymore, but we an just keep the substitution ~v → ~˙x in order to hek the formula
(2.5). Lr beomes
Lr =
1
2
m(~˙x)2 + κ
1
2
ǫijx˙
ix¨j .
Now, ([L]
xi
)|F = −mx¨i, ([L]vi )|F = κǫij x¨j , and [Lr ]xi = −mx¨i−κǫij
...
x j
. One an immediately
verify (2.5).
Note that the equivalene (4.2) is only ahieved for κ = 0. Indeed, keeping always m 6= 0, the
right hand side of (4.2) is just x¨i = 0 whereas the left hand side is mx¨i + κǫij
...
x j = 0.
Note also that the substitution ~v → ~˙x is onsistent with the SO(2) invariane present in L.
In onsequene, as disussed in setion 3, Lr inherits this invariane, in this ase, as a Noether
symmetry.
4.3 Making the Lagrangian polynomial: the string
An obvious and well known example of the relevane of the auxiliary variables is that of the
reformulation by [6, 7℄ of the Nambu-Goto ation [8, 9℄ for the string, by intoduing the met-
ri on the worldsheet as an independent eld, whose omponents are auxiliary variables. It is
straighforwardly extended to p-branes with the Lagrangian
L = √−g
(
gµν∂µX
A∂νX
BGAB(X) − p+ 1
)
,
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where GAB is the target spae metri, gµν is the worldsheet metri, g its determinant and g
µν
its
inverse. The EOM for gµν are, for p 6= 1, gµν − ∂µXA∂νXBGAB = 0, whih makes gµν auxiliary
variables. The string ase, p = 1, requires more are, beause the EOM for the worldsheet metri,
gµν − 2
gρσ∂ρXC∂σXDGCD
∂µX
A∂νX
BGAB = 0 ,
does not really allow for the determination of gµν . This is atually a onsequene of the Weyl
invariane for the two dimensional worldsheet. Note however that the substitution gµν → Fµν
with Fµν = f(x)∂µX
A∂νX
BGAB , for any arbitrary nonvanishing funtion f on the worldsheet (x
represents the worldsheet oordinates), already implies ([L]g)|F = 0, whih is all that matters
in order to guarantee the onsisteny of the redution in this ase. Note in addition that this
substitution inludes, in the seletion of a spei funtion f , a gauge xing for the Weyl invari-
ane; this is in agreement with the fat that this invariane has no room for it to be realized in
the redued theory. There is no ontradition with the results obtained in setion 4.1 beause,
strilty speaking, in the ase p = 1, aording to our denition in setion 4, the elds gµν are not
auxiliary, for they an not be isolated by the use of their own EOM. But they ome lose (they are
auxiliary elds after the gauge xing), and in a more loose sense we an still all them auxiliary
variables.
The use of these auxiliary variables for the string and p-branes allows to irumvent the
problems assoiated with the quantization of non-polynomial Lagrangians.
4.4 Reduing the order of the EOM: the example of f(R) gravity
Another possible advantage of the mehanism of enlarging the eld ontent of a theory through
the addition of some auxiliary variables is the redution of the order in derivatives of the EOM.
An interesting example in this respet is provided by some modied theories of gravity. Consider
for instane the Lagrangian for f(R) gravity
L = √−g f(R) + Lm[Ψ, gµν ] , (4.9)
where we have set 16πG = 1 . In (4.9) g is the determinant of the metri, R is the salar urvature,
and Ψ denotes some matter elds minimally oupled to the metri. Sine (4.9) ontains seond
derivatives of gµν the EOM will in general be fourth-order dierential eld equations. One an
avoid this ompliation by following the ideas of [10℄. Let us introdue a ouple of salar elds as
auxiliary variables, see for instane [11, 12℄, λ, ρ, as follows.
L
enl
=
√−g
(
f(ρ)− λ (ρ−R)
)
+ Lm[Ψ, gµν ] . (4.10)
Notie in fat that λ is a Lagrange multiplier set to enfore the onstraint ρ−R = 0, a proedure
that should be familar to us after Comment 1 in setion 2. Atually, if f ′′(ρ) 6= 0, the variable ρ,
11
taken alone, is auxiliary - instead, λ alone is not. It an be isolated from its own EOM as ρ = h(λ),
with h = (f ′)−1, and an be plugged into L
enl
, leaving λ as a variable in the Lagrangian. We
obtain
L˜ = √−g
(
f(h(λ)) − λ (h(λ) −R)
)
+ Lm[Ψ, gµν ] ,
whih is Brans-Dike theory [13℄ in the Jordan frame - with Brans-Dike parameter ω0 = 0 and
some potential for the salar eld. Under the ondition h′(λ) 6= 0, whih is nothing but f ′′(ρ) 6= 0,
λ is now an auxiliary variable. Let us redene λ = eχ. The onformal - Weyl - transformation
gµν → e−χgµν produes the Lagrangian in the Einstein frame,
L
E
=
√−g
(
R− 3
2
gµν∂µχ∂νχ− e−χh(eχ) + e−2χf(h(eχ))
)
+ Lm[Ψ, e−χgµν ] .
At this point, the status of χ as an auxiliary variable is lost, and it beomes a dynamial variable.
It might seem as if a new dynamial eld has appeared out of the blue, but one should notie
that it aounts for the redution of the order of the EOM. Note that the oupling of the matter
elds with the new metri is no longer the minimal one. See [11℄ for further details, referenes
and disussion on the physial interpretation.
4.5 Closing the algebra of generators: supersymmetry and BRST symmetry
Auxiliary variables are used in supersymmetry as a means to obtain a losed algebra of the super-
symmetry generators. Indeed, in a general theory, the algebra of generators of Noether symmetries
may exhibit, in its right hand side, trivial Noether generators, made up with antisymmetri om-
binations of the EOM (see for instane [14℄, hapter three). This denes the ase of open algebras,
whih abound in supersymmetri theories unless auxiliary variables are introdued. In fat, suh
type of variables appears in a natural way in the superspae formulation, see for instane [15℄.
Thanks to them, the on shell mathing of Bose and Fermi degrees of freedom an be extended o
shell.
Auxiliary variables play a similar role in the formulation of BRST symmetry [16℄ , whih is
the ospring of a former gauge symmetry after it has been gauge xed at the level of the ation.
A quadrati term of the type
∑n
a=1(f
a)2 in the Lagrangian may be replaed as
n∑
a=1
(fa)2 → 2
n∑
a=1
(Bafa)−
n∑
a=1
(Ba)2 ,
where Ba are the Nakanishi-Lautrup auxiliary elds [17, 18℄. By integrating them out in a path
integral formulation - whih in this quadrati ase is equivalent to the substitution of their own
lassial EOM -, the original quadrati term is reovered. The o shell nilpotent BRST Noether
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harge is onstruted with the aid of these auxiliary elds. Nilpoteny only holds on shell if the
auxiliary elds are eliminated.
In a more general ase, in the ontext of the eld-antield formalism for gauge theories (see
[19℄ for a review and referenes), one an prove [20℄ the equivalene of the path integrals before
and after the elimination of the auxiliary variables.
The auxiliary variables ount as o shell degrees of freedom, but do not ount as on shell,
that is, as physial degrees of freedom. In fat, using the tehniques of the theory of onstrained
systems - also onsidered in the next setion - as developed by Rosenfeld, Dira and Bergmann
(RDB), [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄
8
, a simple analysis in phase spae of the BRST example just
mentioned shows that the variables πa, anonially onjugate to B
a
, are primary onstraints, and
their stabilization yields Ba − fa as seondary onstraints, whih are the Lagrangian EOM for
Ba. All together form a set of seond lass onstraints whih an be eliminated. In this ase the
Dira braket is nothing but the Poisson braket for the original variables.
5 Gauge xing onstraints
Another interesting ase to onsider is the implementation of a gauge xing onstraint at the
level of the Lagrangian in a gauge theory. In this ase one an use other tools, omplementing
formula (2.5), to analyze the issue. Using the RDB formalism, it was shown in [30℄, appendix C
of [31℄, and [32℄, that the eet of plugging the gauge xing onstraint into the Lagrangian an be
ompensated by adding to the equations of motion for the redued theory some onstraints that
have disappeared as suh along the proess. Consider, as an example, pure eletromagnetism in
the temporal gauge A0 = 0 (A0 is the time omponent of the gauge eld). The redued theory
will miss the Gauss onstraint, but one this onstraint is imposed on the equations of motion
for the redued theory, equivalene is reahed with the EOM of the original theory supplemented
with the gauge xing onstraint
9
.
A formal example from mehanis may help to larify why it is so. We an still use formula
(2.5) to see what happens in this simple ase. Consider a Lagrangian suh that it does not depend
on the veloity of some variable q. The momenta assoiated with suh variable is, in the language
of RDB, a primary onstraint in phase spae, beause p = ∂L
∂q˙
= 0 for this spei variable.
Now apply the RDB tehniques. If as a result of the phase spae onstraint analysis it turns
out that p is eventually rst lass, this means that the theory exhibits gauge freedom. A good
gauge xing onstraint is then q = c, where c is a onstant, whih onverts p = 0 into a seond
8
See [27℄ for a brief introdution to the RDB theory. Referenes of books inlude [28, 14, 29℄.
9
See [33℄ for a reent examination of this issue in quantum eld theory.
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lass onstraint. Note that the EOM for q, [L]q =
∂L
∂q
− d
d t
∂L
∂q˙
= 0, implies that in phase spae
we have the equation
d p
d t
= ∂L
∂q
, but sine
d p
d t
= 0 as a result of the stabilization of the primary
onstraint, we end up with χ := ∂L
∂q
= 0 as a new onstraint. In fat, χ is an obvious onstraint
in the Lagrangian formalism, regardless of any phase spae analysis, but we wanted to make the
point that χ is essentially a seondary onstraint in phase spae, although it is written here with
onguration-veloity variables. In any ase, this onstraint is all we need. Now we an apply
(2.5) to the present situation. ([L]
ψ
)|F is ([L]q )|q=c =
∂L
∂q |q=c
= χc , where χc := χ|q=c . Thus in
this example we obtain the equivalene
[L]|q=c = 0 ⇔ [Lr ]|χc=0 = 0 ,
whih expresses the fat that, in order to reah equivalene with the original theory under the
gauge xing q = c, the EOM for the redued theory, with Lagrangian Lr := L|q=c, must be
supplemented with the imposition of the onstraint χc = 0. More general ases are disussed in
the referenes ited above.
6 Conlusions
In this paper we have studied the redution proedure whih onsists in the substitution of some
elds by loal funtionals of the other elds. We give a formula, equation (2.5), whih shows the
origin of the possible mismath between doing it at the level of the Lagrangian or at the level of
the EOM. Along the way, we make ontat with the method of Lagrange multipliers. We also
disuss the onditions under whih a symmetry of the original Lagrangian will yield a symmetry
of the redued Lagrangian. In the Noether ase these onditions are essentially spelled out in
equation (3.4).
The partiular ase of auxilary variables is disussed in detail. For this kind of variables, the
redution is always onsistent and the symmetries are always preserved. In partiular, Noether
symmetries are preserved as suh. We show basially three uses for the auxiliary variables. First
(setion 4.3), they may bring an original non polynomial Lagrangian to a polynomial form; seond
(setion 4.4), their may help to lower the order of the dierential EOM; and third (setion 4.5),
they may be instrumental in losing o shell the algebra of the Noether symmetry generators.
Finally, we onsider the ase where the substitution of elds is made in the ontext of a gauge
xing proedure for a gauge theory. The essential lesson to be drawn is that the redued theory
may have lost some onstraints that were present in the original theory. One these onstraints
are reintrodued, onsisteny between the original and the redued theory an be ahieved.
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